


Hydro System Overview

There are various configurations of systems available. Here are examples of the most common. 
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Alternate Heat Sources

Solar Panels

Pellet Burners Gas Burners

Apart from Heat Pumps, there are many other types of Heat Sources. Often a project will use two types – a primary and a secondary. For example a 
client may want solar panels for the energy savings, but may also install a Heat Pump for cloudy days. 

Heat Pumps



Insulation Placement

With hydronic floor heating, the aim is to save energy on the running cost. It is therefore VITAL that the room is well insulated. Certain buildings are insulated in different 
ways, and this affects how the hydro heating system is installed. 

In some instances, the insulation is 
installed BENEATH the Concrete Slab of 

the building. 

Thus the pipe is fixed into concrete.

In some instances, the insulation is 
installed ABOVE the Concrete Slab of the 

building. 

Thus the pipe is fixed into the insulation.

INSULATION

INSULATION

In this option, WALL BARRIERS are used, to create a ‘floating 
screed’. It is important that this screed is properly engineered to 
ensure no cracking in the floor, as it is not as structurally secure as 
the first option shown. 

In this option, the screed binds onto the concrete surface 
bed, thus creating a very secure and solid surface. 
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Piping Patterns

The pattern in which the piping is installed is very important, as unlike electrical floor heating, the heat spreads through the pipe gradually. Therefore the pattern plays a 
large part in ensuring the room is heated evenly. 



Fixing the Pipe to Insulation – Plastic Staples

Insulation is ABOVE the slab, the piping must be affixed to the insulation itself. The piping can be stapled to the insulation, using a stapler and staples or clips



Fixing the Pipe to Insulation – Cable Tied to Mesh

Iinsulation is ABOVE the slab, the piping must be affixed to the insulation itself. For a floating screed, a re-enforcing steel mesh is required to strengthen the screed. The 
heating pipe can be cable-tied to this mesh. 



Fixing the Pipe to the Insulation – Using a Knobbed Panel

If the insulation is ABOVE the slab, the piping must be affixed to the insulation itself. A pre-manufactured knob plate or base plate can be used, which allows for a very 
easy installation but is more costly than other options. 



A Closer Look at the Pipe 

Viega Fonterra pipe is a multi-layer pipe, with 3 layers altogether.  

The Viega Fonterra range includes a 17mm diameter ‘PE-RT EVOH’ pipe. These are sold in 240m and 650m coils. 

PE-RT is the type of plastic that the pipe is made of. 
This stands for ‘Polyethylene of Raised Temperature Resistance’. 

EVOH is Ethylene Vinyl Alcohol. It is an oxygen barrier, meaning that no oxygen can
pass through it. This is needed because over time, oxygen can seep in through the PE-RT. 

Oxygen Barrier pipe is considered vital for floor heating, as the systems are at their most
effective and require the least maintenance when there is ZERO oxygen in the system. 

Oxygen in the system can cause pumps to malfunction, air-blocks to occur, and could also
cause mold or fungus to develop in the system, clogging the system. 

The EVOH Oxygen Barrier can be damaged and must be carefully protected during installation. 



A Closer Look at the Manifold and Connections

Manifold consist of many components, as follows. The ACTUATOR or 
SOLENOID
connects on the top row

The PIPE connects to the 
manifold with a 3-piece 
COMPRESSION FITTING

The PIPE connects to the 
manifold with a 3-piece 
COMPRESSION FITTING

A FLOW RATE METER adjusts 
the speed of the water flow –
liters/minute

BALL VALVES are 
fitted to the 
manifold so that the 
water supply can be 
shut off if required

TEMPERATURE 
GAUGES are inserted 
into the MANIFOLD so 
the installer / 
homeowner can easily 
assess the incoming 
and outgoing water 
temperature. 

Air Release Valve

Filling Port



Thermostats

When the thermostat in the room senses that heat is required, it turns the heating ‘ON’. This simply sends a signal to the Base Unit, which in turn turns on power to the 
Actuators, which open the ‘tap’ and allow the warm water to flow through the pipes. 

Warm water flows to room



Connections to the manifold

Every pipe zone is run through the building and connected to the distribution manifold. There can be multiple manifolds in one building, depending on the size of the 
heated area. 



Heatmiser Thermostats

Our supplier has secured the agency for Heatmiser thermostats in SA. Certain models are designed specifically for use with hydronic heating systems. 



Heatmiser Thermostats

Our supplier has secured the agency for Heatmiser thermostats in SA. Certain models are designed specifically for use with hydronic heating systems. 



Drafting and Design Services

We offer a Detailed Design Service at a cost (confirmed depending on project size). 

The client must provide Red Label Energy with the full specification and AutoCAD drawings of the home. The following information will then be provided. 

1. Fully marked up drawings showing pipe layout and manifold positions. 2. A detailed quotation on all the components required.



Drafting and Design Services

3. A Pipe Cutting Schedule, to minimize pipe wastage and provide
the approximate flow rate per zone.

4. A Thermostat Summary, providing a breakdown of the zones, thermostats
and Base Units (Control Units).  



THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND 
ATTENTION.


